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Ito Rei
Species: Human-type Yamataian
Gender: Female

Age: 2 (Physical), 22 (Mental)
Zodiac Sign: Libra

Height: 165.1 cm
Weight: 53.52 kg

Organization Star Army of Yamatai, First Expeditionary Fleet
Rank Santô Hei

Occupation Technician
Current Placement Technician, YSS Miharu

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 1“

Mass: 105 lbs

Measurements: B 80, W 62, H 79

Bra Size: B

Build and Skin color: Rei is of average build, with flesh toned skin.

Facial Features and Eye color: High cheekbones and generally Oriental features. Her eyes are a pale
green.

Hair color and Style: A natural green-head who took to dyeing her shoulder-length hair a rust orange
color. She keeps it tied out of the way when working or on duty, but lets it down whenever she can.

Distinguishing Features: Unless safety prohibitions say otherwise, Rei wears a stainless steel ring on
the little finger of her left hand, her left hand being dominant in writing. She claims it as a good luck
charm and refers to some obscure mythos relating iron rings and engineering.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Rei tries to make herself the life of most any social situation she encounters. While not an
unabashed party girl, far from it actually, she warms up to new settings quickly and defines her place in
the universe through the network of people she knows wherever she is - it's probably best to describe her
as 'chatty'.

That being said, she's an exercise in contradictions - she's outgoing but only keeps a small circle of
friends, she'll talk about everything and anything one moment yet becomes practically mute when there
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is work to be done.

All that aside, she has to be engaged in a particular task for her to put her mind towards it - she's hardly
a self-starter. Compounded by her inability, or unwillingness, to set specific goals makes her hardly the
picture of responsibility. Still, she follows orders well enough - in fact she seems happiest when led by
someone even marginally competent.

Likes: Taking things apart to see how they work, 'constructive' demolition, tall-tales and other
conversational starters

Dislikes: Early mornings, having to requalify her qualifications

Goals: To make officer and finally be able to 'do things her way', more realistically she wants to learn
how to play an instrument.

History

Rei grew up on Valaad (An Rhy).

Rei's been a follower all her life. Even her younger sister Rui had a greater sense of initiative compared to
her. At her mother's - and by the trend of the times' - urging, two years ago, she upgraded her body
despite protesting she 'liked being a Geshirn' just fine.

After finishing school and being completely bereft of direction in life, she followed her mother and older
sister into the Star Army more as a misguided sort of loyalty to her family and its budding 'military
tradition' than any real willingness to serve - and because she had no idea what else to do. As such, she's
been a wonderfully obedient, if mediocre, soldier. She does what she needs to do and is expected of her -
and that's it, much to the consternation of the elder women in her family.

Still, as far as Rei is concerned, she is just fresh out of her training pipeline and waiting to be assigned to
her first post. In her eyes, she's got plenty of time to get done what she wants to do - now if only she
could figure out what that was.

Skills

Communication: Rei is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions
to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and
shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Rei is fluent in English and Japanese. She can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting: Rei received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She
is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she has trained with include energy pistols and rifles, knives, grenades and power
armor.
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Technology Operation: Rei is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics: Rei received basic mathematics training, at a level including algebra and trigonometry.

Maintenance and Repair: Rei has been trained in the maintenance and upkeep of most Star Army
technology cleared for her to know the workings of. She specialized in power armor maintenance.

Engineering: Rei has taken some courses in engineering in her spare time, hoping to use it as a means
to advance into an officer position. Less academically, she received training in military engineering - the
building of field emplacements and so on.

Demolitions: As a side effect of her Engineering training, Rei is trained in the safe handling and
effective use of explosives in battlefield demolitions conditions.

Inventory/Finances

Inventory

Uniforms:

2 Star Army bodysuit uniforms

2 stretch bodysuits, blue, red paneled

2 mesh undershirts, light blue translucent with “Hinomaru” patch on right arm, fleet patch on left
arm

2 pair mesh stockings, light blue translucent

1 pair leather gloves, dark gray

1 pair leather boots, dark gray

1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for Type 28 NSP

Weather Uniform

1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border

1 black overcoat, thigh length

Uniform accessories

1 Rank Pin, Santô Hei

Civilian and workout clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with Star Army of Yamatai Hinomaru logo print

1 black sash for yukata
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2 black bikini swimsuit bottom with Star Army of Yamatai logo on left leg

2 black T-Shirts with pocket on left breast

1 pair black sandals

Undergarments

4 black panty

6 black sport bras (double as swimsuit top)

4 pair of black boot Socks

Other

Silver necklace (ring placed on necklace when it would be a work hazard if worn on hand)

Items:

Weaponry and Tools:

Ketsurui Zaibatsu Type 28C Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol with 2 additional BR-28A Battery Magazines

Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard with black leather sheath with loop
and clips for belt attachment

Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top

Currently no medals

Personal Belongings

Stainless steel ring

Personal Hygiene:

1 Bottle of shampoo

1 Bottle liquid body soap

1 Toothbrush and tube of toothpaste

2 washcloths, white

2 towels, white

Electronics

Electronic Money Card

Star Army Communicator, Type 29

Finances
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Character Data
Character Name Ito Rei
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Unknown
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment YSS Miharu
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